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tion, otherwise known
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- „t!,	 2. Information at present available on the ROTS' MAPELie-%
% .,4, organization is rather vague and in some reepsots Contradictory, .

but will soon be clarified by the interrogation of BARIUM gt
A.I.R.q.'and one or more of PAWITZ . group if captured in flquth
Germany or North Italy, wherever they may be hiding. In order to

, give a clear picture of our present information, particularly as a
m. " ll Bia for future interrogations, the information from the various
g	 a urea, will be act out at some length and without regard tor

.. ffl	 d !cation.
0
1	 INYOMMATIoN OWEN BIRO= (extract from report referenoe
an	 6824 DIO (MI8VOI-14)	 .• co '1. Locator Organizations (up to Aug/Sept. 1944).

% The ORPO had organize/ mobip Locator Units which were to lr..•

ebretellen) of the Army. The combined alive to uontrbl
el and in olOse oollaborationwith the Looator stations

Ire
e entire clandestine radio traffic and to locate the underground x.1.c.

(siding organizations. Wery ten days the locator unite issued.
eporta of their activities and distributed thenito the followinmi. cs..1

molest

/

2, Ara' Intelligence H.C. in Paris, Abt. 	 Of the
8.R.A. in Berlin, 813/0 R.Qg and Military Intelligence 11.0 of
e regions where the activities took place. The

o a facsimile report made up by P.W. to show t.,d1,,,um.k.lice
p lished by these boater units is reproduced
reports, as well as other more technical report.
on frequencies and poser of suoh clandestine tr
consolidated by. the Army ROJO Intelligence RA' in Peril a,.
dimmeminated in the form oforsteriand °Whirring the

MUdo of	 an a a	 I •

interrogation in March 1945 in mons dot
he called WTI NAHUM. The term ROTS 14

light from two further sources. Censors
to PANNITZ as chief of Sonderlamsaando
Yriedriah von SARTOCUS BERG= Pricier
A.7.R.Q., has admitted that he worked to
U interpreter with the WTI KAP= erg
as 8oneerkonmandoPARMNITZ.
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approximate locations. The sympbol used for theme transmitters was
a oiro/e containing a four digit numbers the firat &telt indicating
the nationality of the Intelligence Service operating the
transmitter (i.e. Dutch - 11 Pella - 2; U.S. - 3) British and Belgian...
41 U.S.S.R. 5;) Notes three digit numbers indicatedi nationality
unknown.

3. Raiding of such olandeatine stations am well as first
interrogations of its operators were done by the Army intelligence
Service, which turned then over to the Gestapo for further oteationing,
but maintained jurisdiction over them. An exception to this rule'
enisted in the case of U.S.S.R. AUNTS who were turned over to the
Gestapo immediately and who remained under Gestapo jurisdiction,

4. .In Marsh 1944, after the reorganization of the Intelligence
Servioe under the R.S.R.A.,questioning and diepdsal of all agents
was handled by the gestapo. Only exaeptional oases were given to
the Army Intelligence Service for (mentioning. &sever, Army
locator service still continued to =lat.

5. Ake Broadcasts (Itikepiele) 

General

As somas a clandestine station broadcasting to Allied
authorities was raided, section IT-2b of the Gestapo had the task of
organising a continued fake broadcast, possibly by oonvinding the
former operators to collaborate in the scheme. llowever, early
atteepts in this direction failed because as soon as one nation
wan raided, others belonging to the same network inewaistely informed
the pertinent authorities. Therefore, it was deemed necessary to
raid and arrest simultaneously a whole given network of radio
stations, The locator stations, together with Radio Into/114mm
Hop in Paris tried to establish a link between different stations
be/bilging to the •ase network and termed the difigeannZAVD4Dens
Different networks received different designations always followed
by the word "WELLS", e.g. "DOZMOUMLLW", Weldakapelle", Retkapelle"
etc. However, booms of the continuous friation between Army and
Gestapo, only poor results were obtained. According to M o s knowledge,
only few gunkspiele operating from Trance succeeded. One of them,
operated by a Gestapo man, BTIM GROSS, in Lille, took plaos
Vey/June 1944 and yielded a parachute delivery of ammo. radio
equipment and food from Britain. PW also learned from /Criminal
Obersekretaer BZRG of the C,Sok.A. in Paris that several fake
broadcasts to the U.S.S.R. originating in Germany were being
operated with success. All mutterer, concerning fake broadonsts were
classified as %atheism Reiolussache by the Gestapo and "Gahelme
kommendosachew by the Army. (Both terms are equivalent to "Top
peoret".)

WSECRET
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6, rt is interesting to note that when Moscow wee acked what

an agent 'should. do in ease of an Allied invasion, the answer wee
that he should remain at his post.

7. rinksviel "Rote Zanelle".

History'.

During 1937/38, the Maxims Intelligence fiervice organized
an espionage nt/swork in ?ranee, Belgium and Holland. The original
mission of this network, headed by an agent known under the cover
mute of *General GILBERT'? was to furnish information about political
and economic trends in those countries. After the outbreak of World
War ZR, the entire system was transformed into a Hilitar Intelligence
network.	 ,RV& lisi-ei
• 8. In November 1942, the Ge a kionewiled in raiding ent

arreeting the entire network, inol • . GIIDDRT. This round-UPstarted with the arrest of Henn	 ; a Euenien trained radio
o erat r 1...	 • . er	 a t	 Be Luta.

	

everal,st . or agents	 hot, emong them a Russian women cased
BOHOL, who was shot in Bruxelles on the personal order a IMOILDia.
Other agents were taken to Paris for further investigation. GOM0	 -
is said to have taken an interest in this organization and foil
the dino/osures with much attention.

9. The original investigation was conducted by Army InteLligenoe
under Ibanptmann Harry PLCPB, but as soon as the R.8.E.A. learned of
the matter, Hxliainalrat Karl GtiolDadiapatohed from Berlin to
take charge. Other Gestapo members on GIERWING is del! included
Nriminal Obersekretaer BERG, frnal oberassistent SAGADZ and
/Criminal Behretaer 110L7,

10. Reorganization under Oeutapotieaderehir.

The Gestapo decided to Utilize this illftitimute radio
connection with borrow and to turn the traffic into a Nnekspiel
(fake broadcast), The object of these 7Uhkepiele Wes to obtain
additional name of Russian agents and organizations from WOO,.
The Gestapo succeeded in inducing nost of the previous operators
of the GlIBDRT network to (=tin= their transmissions under

' Gestapo leadership. This nes/set-up, oalled "ROTTIIIVALXv by
the Germans, was subdivided into a Paris and a Belgian branch.

11. Information transmitted to Moscow.

All information transmitted to Moscow on these runkapiele
had to be passed by Abteilung XV A.2.b. of the R.B.H.A. in Berlin.
ZOOnanio information conCerning the food situation, black market
activities . Production and transport conditions, was thrashed by
the Gestapo and was as a rule, true Since thA Gestapo ageumod that
Ma'am was in a pomition to verify the .information. Other information
concerning Perlman activities; sabotage; Misconduct of Germans in
occupied territory, reaoti n Or tile po	 tion to German occupation,

A , I ./ SU
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reaulte of Allied bombings, were also truthfully relayed. However,
the transmitting of military information furnished by the Abwehr
became more and more diffioult because of the uncooperative
attitude of the military authorities. Particularly Ma j. MOZEIRING
of thelfilitary Intelligent:se Service sabotaged the work of the
R.B.H.A. units and refused to give any milita.ry information to be
passed on to Russia. question:: of a military nature had to be left
unanswered or were anewered in an evasive, 'unsatisfactory =mar
Which led to the disc:anti:nuance of most of the Belgian transmitting
beams.

12. yote Eheelle. Belgian branch.

After reorganization by the Gestapo, the transmitting
stations in Belgium and Holland were consolidated and oontinued to
operate their beams from one transeitter louts,. at 6BC4)x4ie de
liAurore in Bruxelles. Erininaleetretaer VDU and XV5 ,4 ml 
Oberasaistent BAGANZ were in 'taiga of the Belgian enterprises.
In danuary 1943, after WEEZEL l s escape, =Esau recalled to Berlin,
BAOANEtransferred to Hamburg end the Belgian ROTE =PELLE Branch
was moved to the Breeden* concentration camp from where it resumed
its transmissions to MOsocre. In April 1943, 1! was put in obergeTe,
of the group. The ROTE KAPH(.13 Branch in Belgium operated on the
following beams:

13, Beam mWEIDV.

This was one of the two beams of the original Russian
Transmitting network operating in Belgium. It was operated by
Hermann WENZEL, a former Danzig citizen who after capture in Sim-
ember 1942, declared himself willing to collaborate with the
Gestapo. He continued his beoadoaste up to the time of his
eacape in ;actuary 1943. When in early 1944 sWeide ll made a reguett
for funde,.Moscow gave direction to contact a Czech citizen =id
OBERVIREA, residing rue Edison (?) in Bruzellem. onlornm.Amorried to a 21318i= WOMM who had a BOA employed at the 'Russian

'Embassy in Kabul (Afghanistan). This soh was allegedly eupposed
to furnish:$5000 to be paid to ETHWEL.L .Mtwasstnlihkel byugettiahlhot
GEtESINO9 lebebeenate WENZEL and to establish contact with 0BERVINNA.,
but his repeated efforts to extract money from OHERVISEA net with
no ampere. This ouroumstanoe, al well as the tonrilliugness of the
Oerean military authorities to furnishthe necessary information
for the Ihnkepiele to Moscow led the Gestapo to drop Beam wrEIDEN
in leb/Whr, 1944, ?or three months, after Beam 111=0111,. closed down,
it 'as called soneistently by Moscow at the usual traffic hours.
Beni' laraOHI-PANGAL" (see below) was also asked repeatedly to
investigate the whereabouts of mums but informed LWOW OM
=MEL had not shown up at the meeting places.

14. Beams *TANMA".

Mix bewaleas origNall y operated in Ameterhoa by Tino
METE= a native of Arnhem. He and several others (amon g then a
Dutchman named NAGEL) were arrested by the Gestapo ingov.
Two other agentshnown b . the comer names of DANA= ma, succeeded
in avoiding capture. 	 C 01. •r was willing to continue transmissions
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for the Gestapo, but, tearing that DAN or TRW might inform Nosoow
about the real situation he reported to 140800W that he himself
had barely escaped the Gestapo and that it must be assumed that •
some men of his group, presumably DAN and MO, had been arrested.

15. In Russet 1943, Beam vTARUBv asked Moscow for funds to
continue its work. After several evaelve replies, r411 00W finally
asked for an address where the money could be deposited. The
Gestapo, Amster:ma, furnished the address of former member of
the Gemmunist Party Which was relayed to Moscow. However, a few
days later, NOsoow reproached "TANNIN with baring furnished the
address of a man, who, according to their knowledge, wan suspected
to have relations with the Gestapo. This incident greatly
infuriated the Chief of the Gestapo, General der Polimei
who strongly reprimanded the Geotapo chief of Amsterdam.

16. In/Mr/April 1944, liosoow ordered MMUS" to discontinue
its transmissions and advised the agent to join an active
resietsmee group.

17. Bowe "30011R-PASCAL, 	".czac;:-

•

This beam was originally operated by a Soriet Army
Captain whos.in 1937, came to Bolgiumwith - a false Finnish passport,
uning the cover-name vBrik raNSTROgir and broadcasted alternatively
Trait:Liege and from Bruxelles. 'After his arrest by the Gestapo
in Nov. 1942, .TERNBTROBB wee induced after lengthy deliberations
to continue the transmissions to Moscow.

a tat 
When

merchant
PASC

in
 asked
Oharlerci who had an aocount of 50,000 rrenoh

.	 AL	 Moscow for fun,* he was di	 toreoted 

francs in Russia, ram, was to bring greetings !roma Russian
business friend of the merchant and to auk fora loan. flowerer,
the merchant remained indifferent and told PAS= that he had
reoovered his loss from an Italian ineuranee company and was not
in a position to grant loans.

19. Around the end of July 1944, beam ”BITOBB-PABOW was
transferred from Bruxelles to Paris and incorporated into the
Parisian system of lankspiele,

20. Beam lualORM-BOB".

•
In November 1942, this beam operated by a Russian Army

offioer, was about to start transmissions from Belgium., when
this agent was arrested by the Gestapo. Es refused to cooperate
with the Gestapo, was sentenced to death and sent to Berlin for
execution. In order to cover up this agent's disappearense,
GILBERT (see abord) inforstedkoscow that this agent had joined him
in Paris. Shortly thereafter, a new beam started transmissions to
boom It was operated by a Gestapo man, substituting for the
Russian officer. Xnaid-;	 1944 t	 lemma discontinued.

SEt
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21. Oall name and, Trenuenciee.
To ocmtan3(2scow, beams "TIM*, "BUORR-PASOAL N , and

"BEGIE-BOB" used tErUste "DIEZETOR" while beam "14=05" used the
word "'METRO. "TARSI" signed off with *TIRO", 11111=3" with
111201A1S, "BIGICS-PASOAI" endiPJ0111-130B* with 'BOB', Call nesse
rmained unchanged,tt, frequencies changed owasionelly. Traffic
time eas around. mi

n
d	 t and, of the four beams, eons operated on

even nabs:red days, others on odd ataobored days. A wavelength
acieted for emergency daylight traffic.

22, Rote, Tranamiations from Beam "IRTGRE-PABOAL" were in
Rum:Jan. 1M-other three beams transmitted in Gorman.

23. ROTS KAMM. Paris branch.
The Parisian oaten, superwitied by Krintinalrat PASSII'f2,

had more succteme than the Belgian network. After his arrest,
GILBERT was induced to (tontines tranantiesions to Nona under
Gerau Intelligence supervision. In Nov/Deo. 1943, GILBERT
succeeded in escaping and the Ge:tapo found out that he had also
bun working for the British Int  11 4 genoe Service in collaboration
with a brother of the Belgian =nista EMU Bowever, neither
MEW nor Mr= (see above) seen to have informed kosooir of tatF.::---
real state of affairs, since the rakepiele with Moscow continued
until the Allied invasion of rrano• and Belgium. In Wart* 1944,
PS was told by Mriminal Obersekretaer B3RG that the Parisian
system had succeeded in obtaining a considerable mount of money
from the Ruesiane. It bad. also been able to uncover Trencsh Re-
sisteutoe Groups by infiltrating that with Gestapo agents.

24. PW could glint no other intonation concerning the history
and operations of the	 I branch of the ROTE

1.1I1411 :4.4	 0	 G liv-1; ...41 :	 ,.4.X 

A
Cj \ 1. Sartori= claims to have served tn the Ron
granizatio til Arril 1945 with a short gap at thi end of . 44
and'b	 of 1943 when he was e t to Ital	 o

• itanctlutganda_by.12ANWITZ, in oon o on	 It D.D.S. Otrubura. 
(ais interrogation will priantab	 ear up •	 aspect ofidet- It
PAERWITZt work. The employment of lunoh agents may well 	 s
no connection with the "ROTS UMW control of captured Rue
agents), SAPSORIUS states that PiandaMsenmaged to intercept
Noma directives to connunists in Trance, Belgian and Holland,
sent direct or through Spain or England and that he intended to
continue this control after the surrender of Germany, either tram
the Tyrol or from Spain with the object of enuring diesentiOn between
the Allies. In order to same his post-surrender prograteneaer

' SAIITORIte 'believes that PAEXCITS sat twe of his officers,
and 3=11118, to Spain under diplomatic stover at the beginning of 1943,

Ace $rfREr •
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2, At the biginning of April 19451 the 80sAerkommehde
.ASSITA"A had. withdrawn Ma tranoe and. Was stationed in the
Vorarlberg. At that tine I it was at Bregente and consisted of some
eight 0.5. officers and 21.0.0s • PANNW1T2 Setuf, WING= seta,
BOSUN Mut, RAM Rite, WILD Ostu.t, ROM= Ustuf, SOSICTZ
tragers, p Datuf, and VOLT Rota • and twenty Trench and ten
Flemish agents. At that time PAZOWITS was intending to go
underground on GOMM surrender and to continue to fight the Allies
by the assassination of prosinent Allied personages.

3. sAltToR1113 left TABNITITZ OA 29th April 1945 at Bludens,
Yarding:ad Ofteelorstr.15, house owned by MORT= tor BURTTS2), former
Breisleiter and Burgameister of Bludent, alto SARTORILTS. believes
was enrolled as a contact by PAM= tor post-war activities.
1.1 addition to PANNIIITZ, SARTORIUS also saw VORFIR Botta, and
BMUS Oster, W/T operator at the sane address,

4. In addition to these, 8ARTO1U1 states. that RAT= Ustuf
of the Bauptaussaastelle Brogans (?) eat also recruited by PAM=
at the-begl iatiug of April because of his local knowledge, SARTORIUS
last saw him on 29th April at lantana, MAO 346. MeXT0V5 father
at Readamil was also a contact as well as waitress masted Rau of
the Hotel Rirsolteit, Brogans, who lived at Dornbirn,

5. sArroitts believes that PAIMITLTZ intended to stove to the
mountains east of BlMeji into the area of Rungelin, off the road
from Bludenz to tang

(MIM=0:10: Aged 36-38; height: 1.70 - 72 a; well-
built; round face; dark brown hair,

b) (SARTORT013) Aged 36; height; 1.68 sh; woLl.-built;
fair hair; round face; pink complexion; blue eyes;
one gold tooth.

2. According to EX/MEDDIAN, a amber of the Naohriohten listriebeabt.
eiltmg Chef der Reerssruestung und Refehlobaber des Brsatzheareo
(Signals Unit) who was serving in Paris from May 1943 until Anunri
1944 with a dated:tent of Ref erat 12 of the A.3.1gemoines Hearse Amt
Inspection 7, Orme Tx (code breaking eeotion), attaohed to the
Paris Aussenteitstalle of the 0.K.S. Astsgruppe Ilehrsaaht littobriohten-
verbindung/Yunk (in charge of lf/T interception), IlliNtrlawkarrived.
in Paris at R date unspecified from the R.B.R.A. Bea , in order to 

over the into	 sac a no o	 o a Russian Rana
urned rounde,

a)

1130106ATION TRW IMAM TO 	 Z. ii2.1n2..	 31
r 19 There are too descriptions available of SA. Rotate and

rriainrat PANNWITZ:

flir..11i
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3. Transmiseione were carried out at the Ausserimitste/le,

Paris under the ViT direction of Mrs. ma, the °aim being
organized by Oar. BZESEST.

4. The traffic with Moe0Ow was conducted an tram two
Russian agents OTTO and a oertainTB30,with whom OTTO was supposed
to be working and the messages were signed CIT104B83. It was not
very successful; sometimes answers took several days to come and
the subjeot of money obtruded itself largely. The =deems highly
complex and at times messages remained unimpeded.

When OTTO escaped, Minn sent a message tram "TM"
reporting that he wan missing and bad probably been captured by
the Germans. Moscow thereupon instructed TBSO to reduce bin traffic
with the result that possibilities wore thereafter more restricted.

6. PASSIM% brought with him two assistants, 0/144
Waldemsr and Ger. MOMS Bans. Both these incidentally had
previously worked in ABA Ina, Grum TI, Ref. 12,

7. ?The cull:Wed agent, MIAS, stated that around Obrietmas
1949,. be Was sent to the SIPO and SD office in the Ministers de
l'Interieur, rns dew Saussaies, Paris, where he was intorviertek,ty,....,,,
two SD offieers navel PANISSIT= and BEBO, whioh names hobo/Loved --

n to be cover omen air employed agents to oondnot scare:hes for •
fugitive communists

• •
8. RTE!, as Will have been seen above described MIN=

as in charge of the MAIMS briuteh of the ROTS kAPIMIX.

9. In a captured document dated 21.11.44 from PAZINETTZ, he
signs as sonderkesumando MI.* of the R.S.B.A. The dim:0A reads
as follows:

•
STRASSBORG ra. 35820 	21/11644.

To the Step° GOTH* - please retransmit to X.S. ROILLION
of the B.S.H.A.

Rat Your duty journey.
Make arrangements to ensure that you arrive in Berlin with

rams during the course of the 24th. Telephone 41 67 91 BMA ask
for X.X. GSEPPSRT through Baupteturenehrer BAUM. The former Ls
making arrangements for your billettinS. •

I foresee arriving in Berlin at the ante time.
Sonderbonsoodo	 111 of the REOTA, signed PABBMITZ, Ets MAO

f 10 trim. Bet.

SECRET
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10. A consorthip int:moot vig.43 shows that PAHNVITZ
C chief of flondorkomendo HOTS 	 at Tannenkiroh, fan Rhin.

• .
WORMATION 01V:k)3Y'XECMHOWAH.

1. WIEHSIMAH described hdw the MM. Ag/wITV7u, AnceenleitstaLlo
at (Paris), 64, Bvd, Bucket, Paris., was responsible for TV?
nitoring and for the WIT aide of the control. of captured agents who
re bell* °Played back". It contained also a speoblist evaluation
aft which assessed the v.h.f. material obtained by runkuoberwaclumge
Preugnie 615. Thin unit known as Aurwartung Ursula, had atesys
*ached to it always two code exports fromAHA In7, Grope VI,
f. 12.

Z. =SWAN pointed out that this oorpowite W/T and cypher
ecialist orgiuthation acted as expert advisor and executive for
ra. Att. III Wand later the 3 Ibmaiandow and Trupps Rowell also
for the Gestapo who were inclined in fact, more and sore, to

to over 0.3. work frame the Abwebr,

NALITI20. EMSORITTrnme A: MATER WAR magnum
•

1 I LRM. Dr. Weldtaroodmaer cariv,5454:9

soription by =MAN (1943)

Aged 34 36, height; 172/74x6, oval fool, brown hair
bag grey at temples, small moustache, sporty appearance, very

dressed, Previously-worked in Het. 12 of Age. In, 7$ Grum
. Oberfunker. Dr. Waldesar =was known to WItrasramAN only by
Li name. HISRMAWheard that he Waypaltalati-4411
was tarried and had two chilAren. 	 e Sher lived or Aoc.,
ntiwecinitio	 =UMW had no knowledge

oyment before he emus o Ref. 121n 1942. /ft nooke
f.x.itrincifimiLlaaniski_talianNrcish

asso
. Be was very fbnd of

IlliT2. At iirst.he was employed.	 00	 for the Moscow
very .1 le of	 ciation with Dr.ev 

Uric and la or an big taeteileka ne  more Xlexibls, Helmeted
liaisàn aent of Dr. PtrmeTrr. with the various underground

ITISUIRt1 inParie. bus work, however, bemae too maDuknown9.
leb.mitbt account for his molting to Nice Laths spring of 1944.
rre be lived with his wife in a villa. =WM= did not know
r farther details about his activities. XIMUNDCAN bad originally
mt	 once or twice Li pari. at the and of 19. He had at

been in Paris since the summer of 19

Ge • ,

4

Aged 30/32, height,
rf hair, wears glasses.

-tto SECRET
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In October	 sted to	 12
mg= working tof	 .tern Prance,

3. WILD Ostuf ( T BUN oard NEW,
44	 ( 7 ma Card 42997).

5. MO =me

Dcsoription4byEXEM6OCUI (1943).

sally hair, fond of playing demos music.
Aged 24/26 , height, 1,70/72nlin build, oval faoe, fair,

6. ANMCE.1sfr.Bans.

The follOwing information was given by IMMISEIMMI .

AuStrien from Vienna. Bachrichten BetriebeAbt Chef des
.Heeres Bustling undliefehlehaber dew Ersatzheerea (SBA Chef B. 	 Ind
1121). Meerut 12, later transferred to Ameenatelle audfrankreioh.
inti-ederuan, in. constant coptaot with a Menet girl friend (name
possibly Antral BOOBIES) realling at 47 Bid. OU phet. In April 1944-2,
was arreeted by the Osman Police in Igoe for Anti-Oeman remarks
and sent to Berlin for trial, Acquitted on tbe stren gth of his
Obit's favourable testimony as to charaoter.

ed
	 Key, however, have

desert since from Anssenetille Lyon as an en 	 conCerning his
Whereabouts *smothers fromilirlin. ihent 35/ yin= pla; height
4720* heavy build; slightly bent; broad farm; protruding o
dark blond; wavy hair; distrinctive marker hunchback; right
shredder is higher than the left one.

O. BM= PDXES.

1, The 101110Mr, mantioned by BASE= is presumably identical
with the MOM" mentioned by	 .

2. It in not at all clear yet whether the epOiSOssit of
Preach and flenielagents by PAMIR= is in any way conneoted with
his ROTE rAPELIJiwork.

•
3. =WWI described how PANNWIT24 some time at the olio!

1943 was diming at the Aunsenstelle, %tic, mid diseusamg the
noefnl.resete obtained by the applioatiet 004 1/041041appy
(Oadenklanmer) during interrmsatiOn. Oe clamed that Ws WAWA:
of thin 10 ea. wide bend round the oaf Of a primmer under.
isterrogatioa was most efteetivs. It is believed. that7.18:8=s; '-
p roves in any way obstinate under interrogatien. It sight be %Wei
to mention to his that we know that hs admooated thane* of the
e0alf-Olamp. e 	•

4. 2t will be natieskthat ourorsuphhi already nentioned
'440 SECRET

to.
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V410,104-liar•onfil—	 Volorkkii-ositioo. annalA the MOW= ood
ronnon0 alios. It areas ossolgak theriloro to aars-attention
or all intatroattors or the MOM= GrOo. to this tact.

5.Horateronso Ists boa on* in this swantzt to 'the
.inromattcis 'recorded about WA' prose:lure and Obast;

•

6. nether 'interrogation. repots Ota11414 1X0i:z 14 theatres
•0111 be circulated by Us Nor ROCIa to all addreisios.	 •
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